Abstract. Unique continuation results are proved for metrics with prescribed Ricci curvature in the setting of bounded metrics on compact manifolds with boundary, and in the setting of complete conformally compact metrics on such manifolds. In addition, it is shown that the Ricci curvature forms an elliptic system in geodesic-harmonic coordinates naturally associated with the boundary data.
Introduction.
In this paper, we study certain issues related to the boundary behavior of metrics with prescribed Ricci curvature. Let M be a compact (n + 1)-dimensional manifold with compact non-empty boundary ∂M . We consider two possible classes of Riemannian metrics g on M . First, g may extend smoothly to a Riemannian metric on the closureM = M ∪∂M , thus inducing a Riemannian metric γ = g| ∂M on ∂M . Second, g may be a complete metric on M , so that ∂M is "at infinity". In this case, we assume that g is conformally compact, i.e. there exists a defining function ρ for ∂M in M such that the conformally equivalent metric (0.1)ḡ = ρ 2 g extends at least C 2 to ∂M . The defining function ρ is unique only up to multiplication by positive functions; hence only the conformal class [γ] of the associated boundary metric γ =ḡ| ∂M is determined by (M, g).
The issue of boundary regularity of Riemannian metrics g with controlled Ricci curvature has been addressed recently in several papers. Thus, [3] proves boundary regularity for bounded metrics g on M with controlled Ricci curvature, assuming control on the boundary metric γ and the mean curvature of ∂M in M . In [8] , boundary regularity is proved for conformally compact Einstein metrics with smooth conformal infinity; this was previously proved by different methods in dimension 4 in [2] .
The main purpose of this paper is to prove a unique continuation property at the boundary ∂M for bounded metrics or for conformally compact metrics. We first state the result for Einstein metrics.
Theorem 0.1. Let (M, g) be a C 2,α bounded metric on a compact manifold M , with induced metric γ = g| ∂M , and let A be the 2 nd fundamental form of ∂M in M . Suppose the Ricci curvature Ric g satisfies (0.2)
where λ is a fixed constant. Then (M, g) is uniquely determined up to local isometry by the Cauchy data (γ, A) on an arbitrary open set U of ∂M . In particular, the topology of M and ∂M are uniquely determined up to covering spaces, and the global Cauchy data (γ, A) on ∂M are determined by their values on U .
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1 Similar results hold for metrics which satisfy other covariant equations involving the metric to 2 nd order, for example the Einstein equations coupled to other fields; see Proposition 3.3.
For conformally compact metrics, the 2 nd fundamental form A of the compactified metricḡ in (0.1) is umbilic, and completely determined by the defining function ρ. In fact, for conformally compact Einstein metrics, the higher order Lie derivatives L
(k)
Nḡ at ∂M , where N is the unit vector in the direction∇ρ, are determined by the conformal infinity [γ] and ρ up to order k < n. Supposing ρ is a geodesic defining function, so that ||∇ρ|| = 1, let
Nḡ . More precisely, g (n) is the n th term in the Fefferman-Graham expansion of the metric g, given by (0.3) when n is odd, and in a similar way when n is even, cf. [9] and §4 below. The term g (n) is the natural analogue of A for conformally compact Einstein metrics.
Theorem 0.2. Let g be a C 2 conformally compact Einstein metric on a compact manifold M with C ∞ smooth conformal infinity [γ] , normalized so that
Then the Cauchy data (γ, g (n) ) restricted to any open set U of ∂M uniquely determine (M, g) up to local isometry and determine (γ, g (n) ) globally on ∂M .
The recent boundary regularity result of Chruściel et al., [8] , implies that (M, g) is C ∞ polyhomogeneous conformally compact, so that the hypotheses of Theorem 0.2 imply the term g (n) is well-defined on ∂M . A more general version of Theorem 0.2, (without the smoothness assumption on [γ] , is proved in §4, cf. Theorem 4.1. For Einstein metrics coupled to other fields, see Remark 4.8.
Of course neither Theorem 0.1 or 0.2 hold when just the boundary metric γ on U ⊂ ∂M is fixed. For example, in the context of Theorem 0.2, by [10] and [8] , given any C ∞ smooth boundary metric γ sufficiently close to the round metric on S n , there is a smooth (in the polyhomogeneous sense) conformally compact Einstein metric on the (n + 1)-ball B n+1 , close to the Poincaré metric. Hence, the behavior of γ in U is independent of its behavior on the complement of U in ∂M .
Theorems 0.1 and 0.2 have been phrased in the context of "global" Einstein metrics, defined on compact manifolds with compact boundary. However, the proofs are local, and these results hold for metrics defined on an open manifold with boundary. From this perspective, the data (γ, A) or (γ, g (n) ) on U determine whether Einstein metric g has a global extension to an Einstein metric on a compact manifold with boundary, (or conformally compact Einstein metric), and how smooth that extension is at the global boundary.
It is well-known that unique continuation does not hold for large classes of elliptic systems of PDE's, even for general small perturbations of systems which are diagonal at leading order; see for instance [12] and references therein for a discussion related to geometric PDEs. The proofs of Theorems 0.1 and 0.2 rely on unique continuation results of Calderón [6] , [7] and Mazzeo [14] respectively. The main difficulty in reducing the proofs to these results is the diffeomorphism covariance of the Einstein equations and, more importantly, that of the "abstract" Cauchy data (γ, A) or (γ, g (n) ) at ∂M . The unique continuation theorem of Mazzeo requires a diagonal (i.e. uncoupled) Laplace-type system of equations, at leading (second) order. The unique continuation result of Calderón is more general, but again requires strong restrictions on the structure of the leading order symbol of the operator. Now in local harmonic coordinates, the Ricci curvature is diagonal and Laplacian to leading order. However, this class of coordinates, being "global" and dependent on the metric, does not preserve the Cauchy data, when the Cauchy data is expressed in these local coordinates; this is discussed in more detail in §1.
The most natural coordinates for Cauchy data and for the Cauchy problem are geodesic boundary coordinates (t, x i ) where t(p) = dist g (p, ∂M ) and x i are local coordinates on ∂M extended into M by the flow of ∇t. Such coordinates preserve the Cauchy data; however, the Ricci curvature is neither elliptic nor diagonal to leading order in such coordinates, and it appears very difficult to prove unique continuation in these coordinates.
Consider next geodesic-harmonic coordinates "intermediate" between these two classes, defined as follows. Let t be the geodesic distance to ∂M as above. Choose local harmonic coordinatesx i on ∂M as before and extend them into M to be harmonic on the level sets S(t) of t, i.e. locally on S(t),
here the boundary valuex i is the extension of x i on U into M which is invariant under the flow φ t of ∇t, and U (t) = φ t (U ) ⊂ S(t). The functions (t, x i ) form a coordinate system in a neighborhood Ω in M with Ω ∩ ∂M = U . A third purpose of this paper is to prove the following result, which is of some independent interest. Theorem 0.3. Given (M, g), on a sufficiently small domain Ω containing a small domain U in ∂M , the Ricci curvature is a 2 nd order elliptic system in the metric g, in geodesic-harmonic local coordinates.
It will be seen in §2 that geodesic-harmonic coordinates preserve the Cauchy data. However, even though the Ricci curvature is an elliptic operator in these coordinates, it is not diagonal, and the symbol does not satisfy the hypotheses of Calderón's theorem.
Instead of the coordinate methods above, the proof of Theorems 0.1 and 0.2 makes use of the Bianchi gauge with respect to a fixed background metric introduced by Biquard [5] . This gauge choice essentially fixes the diffeomorphism type locally near a solution of (0.2) or (0.4) and one then applies the results of Calderón and Mazzeo in an arbitrary fixed coordinate system.
The contents of the paper are as follows. In §1, we give a more detailed discussion of the local coordinate systems discussed above, and their relation with the local Cauchy problem. Theorem 0.3 is proved in §2, while Theorems 0.1 and 0.2 are proved in §3 and §4 respectively. I am very grateful to Robin Graham and Rafe Mazzeo for discussions on the issues in this work.
Local Coordinates and Cauchy Data
In this section, we discuss in more detail the remarks in the Introduction on classes of local coordinate systems, and their relation with Cauchy data on the boundary ∂M .
Thus, consider for example solutions to the system
defined near the boundary ∂M of an (n + 1)-dimensional manifold M . Since the Ricci curvature involves two derivatives of the metric, Cauchy data at ∂M consist of the boundary metric γ and its first derivative, invariantly represented by the 2 nd fundamental form A of ∂M in M . Thus, we assume (γ, A) are prescribed at ∂M , (subject to the Gauss and Gauss-Codazzi equations), and call (γ, A) abstract Cauchy data.
The metric g determines the geodesic defining function
The function t depends of course on g; however, given any other smooth metric g ′ , there is a diffeomorphism F of a neighborhood of ∂M , equal to the identity on ∂M , such that t ′ (x) = dist F * g ′ (x, ∂M ) satisfies t ′ = t. This normalization of course does not change the abstract Cauchy data (γ, A) and preserves the isometry class of the metric. Let {y α }, 0 ≤ α ≤ n, be any local coordinates on a domain Ω in M containing a domain U in ∂M . We assume that {y i } for 1 ≤ i ≤ n form local coordinates for ∂M when y 0 = 0, so that ∂/∂y 0 is transverse to ∂M . Throughout the paper, Greek indices α, β run from 0 to n, while Latin indices i, j run from 1 to n.
If g αβ are the components of g in these coordinates, then the abstract Cauchy problem associated to (1.1) in the local coordinates {y α } is the system
where γ ij and a ij are given on U , (subject to the constraints of the Gauss and Gauss-Codazzi equations). Here one immediately sees a problem, in that (1.2) on U ⊂ ∂M involves only the tangential part g ij of the metric (at 0 order), and not the full metric g αβ at U . The normal g 00 and mixed g 0i components of the metric are not prescribed at U . As seen below, these components are gauge-dependent; they cannot be prescribed "abstractly", independent of coordinates, as is the case with γ and A.
In other words, if (1.1) is expressed in local coordinates {y α } as above, then a well-defined Cauchy or unique continuation problem has the form
Let g 1 and g 2 be two solutions to (1.1), with the same Cauchy data (γ, A), and with fixed geodesic defining function t. One may then write the metrics with respect to a Gaussian or geodesic boundary coordinate system (t, y i ) as
where g k t is a curve of metrics on ∂M and k = 1, 2. Here y i are coordinates on ∂M which are extended into M to be invariant under the flow of the vector field ∇t. The metric g t is the metric induced on S(t) and pulled back to ∂M by the flow of ∇t. One has g k 0 = γ and
Since g 0i ≡ 0 in these coordinates, ∇t = ∂ t , and hence the local coordinates are the same for both metrics, (or at least may be chosen to be the same). Further, g 00 = 1 for both metrics. Thus, geodesic boundary coordinates are natural from the point of view of the Cauchy or unique continuation problem, since in such local coordinates the system (1.2), together with g 00 = 1, g 0i = 0, is equivalent to the system (1.3).
However, the Ricci curvature is not elliptic or diagonal to leading order in these coordinates. The expression of the Ricci curvature in such coordinates does not satisfy the hypotheses of Calderón's theorem [7] , and it appears to be difficult to establish unique continuation of solutions in these coordinates.
Next suppose that {x α } are boundary harmonic coordinates, defined as follows. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let x i be local harmonic coordinates on a domain U in (∂M, γ). Extend x i into M to be harmonic functions in (Ω, g), Ω ⊂ M , with Dirichlet boundary data; thus
(There are of course many choices for x i , but one can take any fixed choice). Let x 0 be a harmonic function on Ω with 0 boundary data, so that
Then the collection {x α }, 0 ≤ α ≤ n, form a local harmonic coordinate chart on a domain Ω ⊂ (M, g). In such coordinates, one has
where Q(g, ∂g) depends only on g and its first derivatives. This is an elliptic operator, diagonal at leading order, and satisfies the hypotheses of Calderón's theorem. However, the local Cauchy problem (1.3) is not well-defined in these coordinates; if g 1 and g 2 are two solutions of (1.1), each with corresponding local boundary harmonic coordinates, then the components (g 1 ) 0α and (g 2 ) 0α in general will differ at U ⊂ ∂M ; at least there is no known method to have them agree to first order at U . Thus, although the abstract Cauchy problem (1.2) is well-defined, its expression in such local coordinates depends on the coordinates. Hence, it is not clear if unique continuation can be proved by use of these coordinates. Consider finally the mixed geodesic-harmonic coordinates (t, x i ) defined in (0.5). In this case, it is not difficult to prove that the local Cauchy problem is well-defined; the mixed and normal components g 0α are uniquely determined, to first order at U ⊂ ∂M , by (γ, A), cf. Proposition 2.3. However, although Theorem 0.3 implies that the Ricci curvature in such local coordinates is an elliptic system, it is not a diagonal system at leading order, and this system does not satisfy the hypotheses of Calderón's theorem; see the end of §2.
Proof of Theorem 0.3.
In this section, we prove Theorem 0.3. Let (t, x i ), i = 1, ..., n, be a geodesic-harmonic coordinate chart for (M, g) defined as in (0.5) on a domain Ω ⊂ M with Ω ∩ ∂M = U . We will also use the notation t = x 0 . As above, Greek indices α,β run over 0, 1, ..., n, while Latin indices i, j run over tangential directions 1, ..., n.
The metric g in these coordinates has the form
where σ = σ i ∂ x i is the shift vector with components
, and g 00 = 1 + |σ| 2 .
Let S(t) denote the level sets of t, so that S(0) = ∂M and N is the unit normal to S(t). Let A denote the 2 nd fundamental form of S(t) in (M, g),
2 L N g and let H = trA be the mean curvature of S(t). Note that A is horizontal, i.e. A(N, ·) = 0.
Since the functions x i are harmonic on each S(t), one has
where ′ denotes the derivative with respect to N = ∇t and the Laplacian is taken with respect to the induced metric on the slices S(t). By (2.2),
with 0 boundary values on ∂(S(t) ∩ Ω). For future reference, we note that a simple computation from the definitions (2.3) and (2.5) gives (2.8)
where i, j, k ≥ 1.
Remark 2.1. Throughout the following, given a fixed metric g and boundary metric γ, we assume that the domain U in ∂M and Ω in M are small; sufficiently small so that the terms σ i are all small in U and Ω. For the same reasons, we may then assume that g αβ is close to δ αβ in U and Ω. It is convenient, (although not actually necessary), to rescale the metric and coordinates to be of approximately unit size. These assumptions on g αβ do not pertain when differential operators act on the "unknowns" or variables g αβ ; they apply to the coefficients of these operators. Thus, regarding ellipticity, (or uniqueness), issues, one freezes the coefficients of the system at a solution to obtain a linear system, and ellipticity is derived from the corresponding linear PDE in the unknowns g αβ . This will be detailed further below.
While it is possible to directly compute the Ricci curvature in the coordinates x α , this becomes quite complicated and the computations are not enlightening. Instead, we proceed to derive the form of the Ricci curvature more geometrically. The starting point is the Riccati equation for A:
where
We use (2.9) to compute the Ricci curvature Ric in the pure tangential directions e i , i = 1, ..., n, where {e i } is orthonormal at a given point. Set for instance i = 1 and first, observe that Ric 11 = K 10 + K 12 + ... +K 1n , where K αβ is the sectional curvature in the direction e α , e β . The Gauss equation implies K 12 + ... + K 1n = (Ric int ) 11 + A 2 , where int denotes the intrinsic Ricci curvature of the level set S(t) and A 2 is quadratic in A. Also as following (2.9), K 10 = R N (1, 1). Thus, in horizontal directions H tangent to S(t), one has
Taking the trace of the Riccati equation (2.9) gives (2.12)
which gives an expression for the Ricci curvature in the normal (N ) direction:
with
Finally, in mixed normal-horizontal directions (N, X), the Gauss-Codazzi equations give (2.14)
These expressions are of course independent of any local coordinate system. We now express these terms in the local coordinates x α . The following notation will be used. Let D αβ (k), k = 0, 1 denote terms involving at most the k th derivatives of the metric g αβ , while D ij (k) denotes terms involving at most the k th derivatives of the metric g ij intrinsic to the level sets S(t); in both cases, the derivatives include derivatives with respect to t. In addition, let d αβ (k) or d ij (k), k = 0, 1, 2, denote terms as above involving derivatives of g αβ or g ij up to order k, but whose k th order coefficients are small, in the sense described in Remark 2.1. Thus, for example A ij = D ij (1), with coefficients involving g αβ , (to 0-order). In fact, the first term in the expression (2.8) is D ij (1), while the second bracketed term is d ij (1).
We begin with the horizontal system (2.11). By (2.8), the term A 2 is D ij (1), while by (2.10), (1) . Using the expression (2.11) then gives
The coordinates x i are harmonic on the t-slices S(t). Applying (1.7) gives
, where ∆ is the intrinsic Laplacian on the level sets S(t), i.e. ∆ = g kl ∂ k ∂ l . Combining (2.16) with (2.15) proves the following assertion:
Assertion I. In horizontal directions,
Regarding the normal and mixed components, we have: Assertion II. In the normal direction,
Assertion III. In mixed directions,
The specific forms of the terms H ′ and ∇x i , ∇H will be given later. The terms d αβ (2) will be considered as small perturbations of the exact symbol for Ric from the simpler symbol without the d αβ (2) factors.
We first prove (2.18). Observe that Ric 00 = Ric(∂ t , ∂ t ) = Ric(N, N ) + Ric(σ, σ) + 2Ric(N, σ). Also, Ric(σ, σ) = σ i σ j Ric ij and Ric(N, σ) = σ i Ric(N, ∂ i ). Hence, from (2.13), (2.20)
Equivalently, this gives
While this expression suffices to compute the symbol, it is more natural to include the dependence on g 00 . To do this, recall from (2.4) that g 00 = 1+|σ| 2 . Hence, by the Bochner-Lichnerowicz formula on the t-slices (2) . Substituting (2.22) and (2.23) in (2.21) gives Assertion II.
Next, we prove Assertion III. We begin with the equations (2.7) for σ i . Thus, since σ i = g 0i , (2.7) gives (2.24)
The term D 2 x i , A involves only the 1 st derivatives of g, and so is D αβ (1) (or D ij (1)). By the Gauss-Codazzi equations (2.14), (2) . Substituting this and the computations above in (2.25) gives
Finally, we express g 0i in terms of g αβ . Since g 00 = 1, Cramer's rule gives g = detg αβ = detg ij . Next, setting for instance i = 1,
where A k are (n − 1) minors, with A 1 ∼ 1 and A k ∼ 0, by Remark 2.1. Since also detA 01 is small,
, while since the terms g 0k are small,
In sum, this gives ∆g
Substituting this in (2.28) gives (2.19 ). This completes the proof of Assertion III.
To complete the computations, we need to compute the H terms in (2.18) and (2.19) in local coordinates. One has H = g αβ A αβ , and ∇H, ∇x i = g ij ∂ j H + d αβ (1), (since ∇x i is the tangential gradient). From the form of A in (2.7), this gives
, where g kk = g 11 + ... + g nn , so this acts on the horizontal (ij) variables of the system. Similarly, the 2H ′ term in (2.18) is of the form,
which again acts on the horizontal variables of the system.
To prove that the Ricci curvature is elliptic in the local coordinates x α , one linearizes the Ricci curvature at a given metric g, and considers the (leading order) symbol of the corresponding linear operator. In our situation, the symbol is a linear map, or matrix S : R q → R q , where q = (n + 2)(n + 1)/2 is the dimension of the space of symmetric matrices g αβ . The rows of S are the expressions for Ric (or −2Ric), i.e. the αβ row is the expression for Ric αβ , with derivatives ∂ α replaced by variables ξ α , (or components of cotangent vectors ξ), and with coefficients given by components of the fixed metric g at which one is linearizing.
We now describe the approximate symbol S of −2Ric; this is the symbol without the (small) d αb (2) terms. It is convenient to do this by describing the αβ rows of S, according to whether they are horizontal, normal, or mixed.
I. Horizontal rows ij.
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On horizontal rows ij, Assertion I shows that the approximate symbol S is a diagonal matrix, with entries |ξ| 2 , where the norm is with respect to the obvious product metric; equivalently, (since g ij ∼ δ ij ), the entries are ξ 2 α ≡ α ξ 2 α . II. Normal row 00. Assertion II and the expression for H ′ in (2.30) show that the (00) entry of the (00) row is ξ 2 α , the (ii) entry is ξ 2 0 , and all the other entries are 0. III. Mixed rows 0i. Assertion III and the expression for ∇H, ∇x i in (2.29) show that along the (0i) row, the (0i) entry is ξ 2 α , the (kk) entry is 1 2 ξ 0 ξ i , and the remaining entries are all 0. For example, the matrix for S in dimension 4 is:
where the ordering of the rows and columns is lexicographic: ((00), (0i), (ab)). The matrix S is upper triangular and clearly det S = 0 whenever ξ = (ξ α ) = 0. The symbol S is a small perturbation of the exact symbol S for −2Ric; the coefficients of the perturbation are all small compared with the coefficients for S, (which are all 1 or 1 2 ). Hence, detS = 0, and thus Ric is elliptic.
This completes the proof of Theorem 0.3.
Remark 2.2. (i).
One application of Theorem 0.3 (and Proposition 2.3 below) is the optimal regularity, up to the boundary, of a metric in geodesic-harmonic coordinates, analogous to the well-known optimal regularity in harmonic coordinates. This is a consequence of standard boundary regularity for elliptic systems; see also [3] for discussion of boundary regularity in harmonic coordinates.
(ii). The proof of Theorem 0.3 holds equally well for pseudo-Riemannian metrics. For Lorentzian metrics, this shows that the Ricci curvature is "hyperbolic" in geodesic-harmonic coordinates. However, there are several distinct notions of hyperbolicity for systems of PDEs; we hope to discuss this issue, and applications of geodesic-harmonic coordinates to the Einstein equations in general relativity, elsewhere.
We complete this section with a proof that the abstract Cauchy problem is well-defined in geodesic-harmonic coordinates. Proposition 2.3. In geodesic-harmonic coordinates, the components g 0α are uniquely determined by the horizontal components g ij . In particular, the abstract Cauchy data (γ, A) determine the local Cauchy data (2.2).
Proof: We first prove that each σ k = g 0k is uniquely determined. Thus, each σ k satisfies the elliptic equation (2.7) on S(t) ∩ Ω with 0 boundary values. The Laplacian ∆ depends only on g ij . For the terms on the right in (2.7), A is horizontal, so A, D 2 x k depends only on g ij , while A depends only on g ij to 1 st order and σ = {σ k } to 0 th order. Hence δA and ∇H depend on σ only to first order. Thus, (2.7) is a linear system in σ, with coefficients depending only on g ij , and with 0 boundary values on each slice S(t). Hence, since Ω was chosen to be small, (cf. Remark 2.1), if g αβ and h αβ are two metrics with g ij = h ij in Ω, then σ g = σ h in Ω.
This proves that the mixed terms g 0i are uniquely determined by {g ij }. Since we already have g 00 ≡ 1, this implies that the full metric g αβ is uniquely determined by {g ij }.
Regarding the Cauchy data, it also now follows from (2.8) that the t-derivatives ∂ t g ij are uniquely determined on U ⊂ ∂M by (γ, A). Via (2.26), this implies that the t-derivatives ∂ t g 0i are uniquely determined. As before, since g 00 = 1, linear algebra then shows ∂ t g 00 is determined on U . This shows that the Cauchy data in local coordinates (1.3) are determined on U .
To prove a unique continuation result as in Theorem 0.1 via geodesic-harmonic coordinates, Proposition 2.3 shows that it suffices to prove unique continuation for the horizontal part g ij . At leading order, the symbol of the horizontal part of the metric is a small perturbation of a diagonal Laplace-type system, see (2.31). However, the horizontal symbol itself is not diagonal. A lengthy computation, which we will not reproduce here, shows that the exact horizontal symbol does not in fact satisfy the hypotheses of Calderón's theorem [7] . Briefly, Calderón's theorem requires the symbol to be nilpotent of order at most 2, whereas the horizontal symbol is nilpotent of order greater than 2. It thus remains an open question whether unique continuation can be proved in these coordinates.
Proof of Theorem 0.1.
Let Ω be an (n+1)-dimensional manifold with boundary ∂Ω. We will work locally, and so assume Ω is diffeomorphic to a half-ball in (R n+1 ) + , with U = ∂Ω diffeomorphic to a ball in R n . Consider metrics g on Ω which are C 2,α up to ∂Ω and let t(x) = dist g (x, ∂U ) be the distance function to ∂Ω. Let γ be the induced metric on ∂Ω, γ = g| T (∂Ω) , and let A be the 2 nd fundamental form of ∂Ω in Ω with respect to g.
Suppose g 1 and g 2 are two metrics as above on Ω satisfying (3.1)
for some fixed constant λ. We suppose that g 1 and g 2 have the same abstract Cauchy data in the sense of §1, so that γ 1 = γ 2 and A 1 = A 2 . By Proposition 2.3, the Cauchy data for g 1 and g 2 agree in geodesic-harmonic coordinates, i.e.
at ∂Ω. Further, by Remark 2.2(i), the metrics g 1 and g 2 are C 2,α up to ∂Ω in these coordinates. The Cauchy data (3.2) and the Einstein equations (3.1) together with the smoothness assumptions on g i imply that g 1 and g 2 agree to order 2 + α at ∂Ω, i.e.
near ∂Ω, where ∂ j is any j-fold partial derivative and j ≤ 2 + α. This is easily seen in geodesicharmonic coordinates by evaluating the expressions (2.17)-(2.19) at ∂Ω. As in Biquard [5] , we work with the operator
. where β g (h) = δ g h+ 1 2 dtr g (h) is the Bianchi operator with respect to g and we have set g = g 1 . The following Lemma shows that g 2 may be brought into the Bianchi gauge β g (φ * g 2 ) = 0, by means of a diffeomorphism preserving the Cauchy data; this is an analogue in the compact setting of [5, Lemma I.4.6], which proves a similar result in the complete, conformally compact, setting. Lemma 3.1. Under the assumption (3.3), there is a half-ball Ω ′ ⊂ Ω, with ∂Ω ′ a ball in ∂Ω ⊂ R n , and a diffeomorphism φ of Ω ′ , such that for g = φ * g 2 , one has
in Ω ′ and, at ∂Ω ′ , (3.6) g µν = g µν , and ∂ t g µν = ∂ t g µν .
Proof: Consider the map F :
where Diff 0 is the group of C 3,α diffeomorphisms of Ω equal to the identity at ∂Ω, and M et 0 is the space of C 2,α metrics on Ω which equal γ on ∂Ω. For h = g 2 close to g satisfying (3.3), we need to find a diffeomorphism φ such that β g (φ * h) = 0, with |φ − Id| = O(t 2+µ ), near ∂Ω, for some µ > 0. This together with (3.2) implies (3.6). To do this, it suffices by the implicit function theorem to prove that the linearization of the map β g • F at (g, Id) is surjective in a suitable function space. The linearization of F at (g, Id) isġ + δ * X. Hence, one needs to show that for any k = h − g satisfying (3.3), there exists X, with X = O(t 2+µ ) near ∂Ω, such that
Observe that by (3.3), β g (k) = O(t 1+α ). By a standard Weitzenbock formula, this equation is equivalent to
where β and Ric(X) are viewed as a vector fields via the metric g. When the domain Ω is small, the operator P (X) is surjective as a map from C 3,α vector fields X on Ω with X = 0 at ∂Ω to C 1,α vector fields on Ω.
To obtain better decay estimates near the boundary, let U ⊂Ω be a smooth manifold with boundary ∂U , diffeomorphic to a closed ball, with ∂ ′ U ≡ ∂U ∩ R n an open ball in R n . Let x = dist g (∂U, ·), so that x = t in a half-ball Ω ′ ⊂ U with ∂Ω ′ ∩ R n = D, an open ball in R n . Let β = ηβ, where η is a smooth cutoff function with η ≡ 1 in Ω ′ , and η ≡ 0 on a neighborhood of the complement of Ω ′ in U . Now multiply (3.7) by x δ to obtain (3.8)
Setting Y = x δ X, a simple computation gives
and substituting this in (3.8) gives
For technical reasons, we consider instead the equation
Of course a solution of (3.10) gives a solution of (3.9) in the region Ω ′ above, and this suffices for the proof. The operator L is a uniformly degenerate elliptic operator, for which there is a well-developed Fredholm theory, cf. [10] , [13] , [14] , [15] . The Fredholm mapping properties of L depend essentially on the indicial roots of L. It is easy to see that the indicial operator of L is given by
and so the indicial roots are δ ± = ( We choose δ so that δ + > 2 + δ + α > δ − , (e.g. δ = √ 6). It follows that L is smooth and Fredholm as a map:
gives a vector field in KerP in (3.7) which vanishes on ∂U . If U is small, P has no non-trivial kernel, and hence, KerL = 0. The leading order symbol of L is self-adjoint, and hence the Fredholm index of L is 0, so that L in (3.11) is also surjective.
From the definitions above, one easily sees that if
On the other hand, we claim that x 2+δ β ∈ C
1,α 2+δ+α
or equivalently x −α β is bounded in C 1,α (g). This follows from the definitions above and the fact mentioned preceding (3.7) that β ∈ C 1,α (Ω, g) with |∂ j β| = O(t 1+α−j ), for j ≤ 1. This proves that the linearized equation (3.10) may be solved in the spaces (3.11). It follows that (3.7) may be solved in Ω ′ , with X ∈ C 3,α (Ω ′ ) and |∂ j X| = O(t 3+α−j ).
As noted above, it then follows from the implicit function theorem that there exists a diffeomorphism φ ∈ C 3,α (Ω ′ ), with φ − Id = O(t 3+α ) near ∂Ω ′ ⊂ R n , for which g = φ * g 2 satisfies (3.5). Since g 1 and g 2 satisfy (3.3), it follows that g and g also satisfy (3.6).
For the remainder of the proof, we work with g and g. Observe that by (3.6) both the abstract Cauchy data and the local Cauchy data agree in any fixed coordinate system for g and g.
Proof of Theorem 0.1. By (3.1), (3.4) and Lemma 3.1, within Ω one has
We now choose a fixed (but arbitrary) coordinate system for Ω near ∂Ω to convert the abstract Cauchy problem to a local Cauchy problem on a domain in (R n+1 ) + . One then has, (cf. [4, Ch.5] for example),
where Q( g, ∂ g) depends only on g and its first derivatives. On the other hand
). The same expression with g in place of g gives δ * g β g (g) = 0. Adding (3.13) and (3.14) then gives
The terms on last line in (3.15) depend on the difference g − g to 1 st order in the difference g − g, with coefficients depending on the fixed metrics g and g up to 2 nd order. Writing ( (3.15 ) the system (3.12) has the form
where T is 1 st order in the difference g − g, with coefficients depending on g and g up to 2 nd order. Thus, g − g satisfies a 2 nd order linear elliptic system, diagonal to leading order; the leading order symbol is |ξ| 2 I. The coefficients g µν are C 2,α smooth, while the coefficients of T αβ are C α smooth. In addition, (3.6) shows that g − g has 0 Cauchy data at ∂Ω. The Calderón unique continuation theorem [7] then implies that g = g in an open subset of Ω, containing an open set of ∂Ω at the boundary.
This shows that the metric g is uniquely determined in Ω, up to isometry, by the abstract Cauchy data on ∂Ω. Since Einstein metrics are real-analytic in the interior, a standard analytic continuation argument then implies that g uniquely determines the topology of M and ∂M , up to covering spaces, as well as the Cauchy data (γ, A) on ∂M outside ∂Ω. This completes the proof of Theorem 0.1.
We conclude this section with a discussion of generalizations of Theorem 0.1. First, one might consider the unique continuation problem for
where T is a fixed symmetric bilinear form on M , at least C α up toM . However, this problem is not natural, in that is not covariant under changes by diffeomorphism. For metrics alone, the Einstein equation (0.2) is the only equation covariant under diffeomorphisms which involves at most the 2 nd derivatives of the metric. Nevertheless, the proof of Theorem 0.1 shows that if g and g are two solutions of (3.17) which satisfy the gauge condition
near (a portion of) ∂M on which (γ, A) = ( γ, A), then g = g near ∂M .
Instead, it is more natural to consider the Einstein equation coupled (covariantly) to other fields φ besides the metric; such equations arise naturally in many areas of physics. For example, φ may be a function on M , i.e. a scalar field, or φ may be a connection 1-form (gauge field) on a bundle over M . We assume that the field(s) φ arise via a Lagrangian L = L(g, φ), depending on φ and its first derivatives in local coordinates, and that φ satisfies the field equations, i.e. Euler-Lagrange equations, coupled to the metric. For example, for a scalar field, the equation is the eigenfunction equation
while for a connection 1-form, the equations are the Yang-Mills equations, (or Maxwell equations when the bundle is a U (1) bundle):
where F is the curvature of the connection φ. Associated to such fields is the stress-energy tensor T = T µν ; this is a symmetric bilinear form obtained by varying the Lagrangian for φ with respect to the metric, cf. [11] for example. For a scalar field φ, one has
while for a connection 1-form
When the part of the Lagrangian involving the metric to 2 nd order only contains the scalar curvature, i.e. the Einstein-Hilbert action, the resulting coupled Euler-Lagrange equations for the system (g, φ) are
By taking the trace, this can be rewritten as
Here we assume E g (φ) is a 2 nd order elliptic system for φ, with coefficients depending on g, as in (3.18) or (3.19) . It is also assumed that solutions φ of E g (φ) = 0 satisfy the unique continuation property; for instance E g satisfies the hypotheses of the Calderón theorem [7] . Theorem 0.1 now easily extends to cover (3.20) or (3.21).
Proposition 3.2. Let M be a compact manifold with boundary ∂M . Then C 2,α solutions (g, φ) of (3.20) onM are uniquely determined, up to local isometry, by the Cauchy data (γ, A) of g and the Cauchy data (φ, ∂ t φ) on an open set U ⊂ ∂M .
Proof:
The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 0.1. Briefly, we work in the gauge (3.5). Then if ( g, φ) and (g, φ) are two solutions of (3.21) with the same Cauchy data on U , one has
The operator on the left involves only the metric to 2 nd order, while the operator on the right involves only the metric and φ to 1 st order. Similarly
involves derivatives of the fields to 2 nd order, but the metric only to 1 st order. The equations (3.22)-(3.23) form a coupled system of non-linear PDE. The system on the left in (3.22) may be linearized to give a linear operator on g − g, as in the proof of Theorem 0.1. Similarly, the right side of (3.22) and (3.23) may be linearized via the mean-value theorem to give a linear operator on g − g and φ − φ, as carried out in [6] . This then gives a coupled linear system of PDE in ( g − g, φ − φ) with 0 Cauchy data. Unique continuation of each of the factors then implies unique continuation of the full pair.
Proof of Theorem 0.2.
Let g be a C 3 conformally compact metric on M . Then g has a C 2 geodesic compactification
where t(x) = distḡ(x, ∂M ), cf. [10] , [2] . By the Gauss Lemma, one has the splitting
near ∂M, where g t is a curve of metrics on ∂M with g 0 = γ the boundary metric. The curve g t is obtained by taking the induced metric the level sets S(t) of t, and pulling back by the flow of N =∇t. Note that if r = − log t, then g = dr 2 + t −2 g t , so the integral curves of ∇r with respect to g are also geodesics. Each choice of boundary metric γ ∈ [γ] determines a unique geodesic defining function t. Now suppose g is Einstein, so that (0.4) holds and suppose for the moment that the boundary metric γ is C ∞ smooth. Then the boundary regularity result of [8] implies thatḡ is C ∞ smooth when n is odd, and is C ∞ polyhomogeneous when n is even. Hence, the curve g t has a Taylor-type series in t; this is the Fefferman-Graham expansion [9] . The exact form of the expansion depends on whether n is odd or even. If n is odd, then one has a power series expansion
while if n is even, the series is polyhomogeneous,
In both cases, this expansion is even in powers of t, up to t n . The coefficients g (2k) , k ≤ [n/2], as well as the coefficient h = h (n) when n is even, are determined by the boundary metric γ = g (0) and the Einstein condition, cf. [9] . When n is odd, the term g (n) is transverse-traceless, i.e.
Similarly, when n is even, δ γ g (n) and tr γ g (n) , although not zero, are determined by γ. However, beyond these relations, the term g (n) is not determined by g (0) ; it depends on the "global" structure of the metric g. The higher order coefficients g (k) of t k and coefficients h (km) of t k (log t) m , k > n, are then determined by the Einstein equations, g (0) and g (n) . Thus, in analogy to the situation in §3, the term g (n) corresponds to the 2 nd fundamental form A of the boundary, in that it is freely specifiable as Cauchy data, and is the only such term depending on normal derivatives of the boundary metric.
Suppose now g 1 and g 2 are two solutions of (4.6)
with the same C ∞ conformal infinity [γ] . Then there exist geodesic defining functions t i such that g i = (t i ) 2 g i have a common boundary metric γ ∈ [γ], and both metrics are defined for t i ≤ ε, for some ε > 0. Let k = g 2 -g 1 . The hypotheses of Theorem 0.2, together with the discussion above concerning (4.3) and (4.4), then imply that
where the norm is taken with respect to g 1 and r = − log t. Given this background, we prove the following more general version of Theorem 0.2. 
In particular, the manifolds M 1 and M 2 are diffeomorphic in some covering space of each.
The proof of Theorem 4.1 consists of several steps, organized into several Lemmas. An infinitesimal version of Theorem 0.2 was proved in [1] ; the proof here is very similar, and we refer to [1] for some further details in the computations to avoid duplications. Abusing notation slightly, let g 2 denote φ * g 2 , and Ω = Ω 1 , so that g 1 and g 2 are a pair of metrics on Ω, with common boundary metric γ and satisfying (4.7) in Ω.
In local harmonic coordinates, the Ricci curvature has the form (1.7). Standard elliptic regularity estimates then give uniform bounds on the higher derivatives of g αβ in terms of bounds on g αβ .
Since g 1 and g 2 are close for t small, one may choose local harmonic coordinate charts which are also close. It then follows from (4.4) that one has the bound (4.8)
for any fixed j > 0. Letk = t 2 1 (g 2 -g 1 ). By standard formulas for conformal changes of metric, one easily sees that (4.7) and (4.8) are equivalent to (4.9) |k| = o(t n ), and
where the norm is taken with respect toḡ 1 . As in the proof of Theorem 0.1, we work with the operator
. and in the Bianchi gauge where β g ( g) = 0. The analogue of Lemma 3.1 showing this is possible is the following:
There is a diffeomorphism φ of a possibly smaller domain Ω such that for g = φ * g 2 , one has
Proof: This is proved in [5, Lemma I.4.6].
Thus, we replace g 1 and g 2 by g and g respectively, so that (4.11) holds. It also follows from Lemma 4.2 that the difference
and (4.8) holds. A symmetric bilinear form κ is an (essential) infinitesimal Einstein deformation of (M, g) if it satisfies the equation
where R is the curvature tensor acting on symmetric forms. The operator L is the linearization of Φ g at g when g is Einstein. From the fact that both g and g are solutions to Φ g (h) = 0, one derives the following:
Lemma 4.3. On (Ω, g), one has the estimate
Proof:
where the 2 nd equality follows from the mean value theorem; here s ∈ [0, 1] may depend on (αβ), but this is of no consequence. The linearization of the Ricci curvature, cf. [4] , is given by (4.14)
Since g s − g = sk, by (4.7) and (4.8), one has DRic gs k − DRic g k = o(t 2n ). Substituting this in (4.13), and using the fact that β(k) = 0 from (4.11), (since β g (g) = 0), gives (4.12).
Given these initial estimates, most of the remainder of the argument concerns the behavior of the corresponding geodesic compactifications. For simplicity, we thus change notation; g is changed to g, g is changed to g, and we set (4.15) g = t 2 g, g = t 2 g.
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Then k = g − g, and
Here the norm of k is with respect to g while the norm of k is with respect to g.
The idea is now to show that the decay rate in (4.17) can be improved by order one to o(t n+1 ), and by induction to o(t p ), for any p < ∞. This is carried out in a series of steps, beginning with the following result on the relation of the defining functions t and t. 
where k 00 = k(N, N ), N = ∇t with respect to g.
Proof:
Let g s = g + sk, s ∈ [0, 1], and note that 
where k 00 = k 0 00 . Integrating this over s from 0 to 1 gives (4.18). We first use (4.18) estimate the difference g −g. By (4.15
where as before k = t 2 k. Let
As above, let N = ∇ g t, N = ∇ g t. In g-geodesic coordinates,
Using the fact that g 0i = o(t n ), one easily computes that g 00 = 1 − (k 00 + 2( t − t)/t) + o(t n+1 ) while ∂ t t = (1 + ∂q/∂t + o(t n+1 )). The 2 nd term above is o(t n+1 ), while the last two terms are tangential, of order o(t n ). Hence
where r = −(k 00 + k 00 t ). The vector field X is tangent to the levels S(t) of t, and is given explicitly by X = ∇ T q − k T (T ) + o(t n+1 ) = o(t n ), where k T (T ) is the vector field tangent to S(t) dual to the 1-form k(T ), cf. [1, (3.21) ]. 
Thus, the difference of (4.24) on g and g has the form (4.26)
where h = g − g and E, E are the right hand side of (4.24) evaluated on g and g respectively. Similarly, the difference of (4.25) gives (4.27) tN ( H − H) − ( H − H) = −( t − t) N ( H) − t( N − N ) H − (( t − t)|A| 2 + t(| A| 2 − |A| 2 )).
We now begin the analysis on the terms in (4.26) and (4.27); terms of the form o(t n ) will be treated as lower order. Straightforward computation from (4.23), (cf. [1] for details), gives The other two Lie derivative terms in (4.26) are o(t n ). Also, observe that by (4.21), (4.18 ) and the definition of r following (4.23), one has (4.31) h = g − g = k − (r + k 00 )g.
It follows from this and the work above that (4.26) becomes (4.32) tḧ − (n − 1)ḣ = −t(r +k 00 )g − (ṙ +k 00 )g + tk − (n − 1)k + o(t n+1 ) = ((n − 1)ṙ − tr)N · N + (n − 1)Q − tQ + E − E. This equation contains non-trivial information in the mixed (0i) and tangential (ij) directions, but is trivial in the normal (00) direction, since by (4.31), h 00 = −r; note the terms to the right of the (N · N ) term on the last line in (4.32) are all o(t n ) in the (00) direction.
On the other hand, the equation (4.27) contains non-trivial information in the (00) direction. (n + 1)(tk 00 − 2k 00 ) = (tṫrk − 2trk) + o(t n+1 ).
Proof: It is easy to see that the first three terms on the right of (4.27) are o(t n+1 ). For the last term in (4.27), the leading part is t A, A − A , and 2( A − A) = L N g − L N g. Using (4.17) and (4.28), this term is o(t n−1 ). Since A = o(1), it follows that the last term in (4.27) is also o(t n+1 ). The computation of the left side of (4.27) was carried out in [1, Prop. 3.7] at the infinitesimal level, (as opposed to the difference level), and gives the left side of (4.33). By Remark 4.5, the infinitesimal computations remain equally valid at the difference level, using the estimate (4.12). Now taking the trace of (4.12) and using the Einstein condition (4.6) gives −∆ g trk + 2ntrk = o(t 2n ). Next, we use (4.34) to boost the decay estimate in the mixed and tangential directions. The bound (4.34) implies that r = o(t n+1 ), so that, (by (4.8)),ṙ and tr are o(t n ). It follows that (4.32) simplifies to (4.35) tḧ − (n − 1)ḣ = tk − (n − 1)k + o(t n+1 ) = (n − 1)Q − tQ + E − E + o(t n ). Now referring to (4.24) and (4.26), the first two terms in E are purely tangential. Further, the same analysis as that on the last term in (4.27) in the proof of Lemma 4.6 shows that the difference of last two terms in (4.24) on g and g is also o(t n ), (or o(t n+1 )). Hence, the only mixed (0i) terms on the right in (4.35) are the Q terms. Again by (4.34), we may drop the terms in Q depending on k 00 , (i.e. they are of lower order), and so one has left only the term Q 0i = δ * (k N (N ))(N, ∂ i ) + o(t n ). This computes to bek 0i + o(t n ), and so (4.35) on (0i) terms gives, since k 0i = h 0i , (4.36) tk 0i − (n − 1)k 0i = o(t n ).
A simple integration then gives (4.37) k 0i = o(t n+1 ).
